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Abstract—One of the most effective approaches to reducing the routing overhead in mobile ad hoc network routing protocols is to
reuse routes discovered for one packet to deliver as many other packets as possible. Numerous techniques have been developed to
facilitate route reuse, including caching, overhearing, using partial routes, and replying to route discovery with cached routes. We term
such reuses natural reuse, as they are passive techniques and do not cause any detour in routing data packets. In this paper, we
propose the Dynamic P2P Source Routing (DPSR) protocol which imposes additional reuse of routes by exploiting the synergy
between mobile ad hoc networks and peer-to-peer overlay networks. By imposing reuse of a route to a faraway common destination
node among a set of nearby source nodes using localized communication, DPSR limits the number of the source routes that each node
has to discover to OðlogNÞ, in contrast to the maximum of N source routes per node in DSR, where N is the number of nodes in the
network. Our detailed simulations show that DPSR reduces the routing overhead significantly from imposed route reuse when many
nodes communicate with one or a few other nodes. Obtaining the maximum benefit from imposed route reuse, however, requires
sustaining traffic patterns beyond the capacity of current ad hoc networks. We conjecture that the full potential of DPSR will manifest as
the capacity of ad hoc networks increases in the future from advances in physical layer technologies.
Index Terms—Wireless communication, network protocols, routing protocols, wireless.
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INTRODUCTION

D

UE to the limited network capacity and available
energy, one of the primary challenges faced by routing
protocols for wireless mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) is
to minimize the routing overhead by reusing routes
discovered for one packet to deliver as many other packets
as possible. Further, route reuse is also crucial to reducing
the routing delay and increasing the packet delivery ratio,
consequently improving protocol scalability. Numerous
techniques have been developed to facilitate route reuse.
For example, in DSR [19], an on-demand routing protocol, a
node can overhear packets being transmitted in its vicinity
and utilize the source routes embedded in the packets for its
own use. Similarly, the partial routes contained in a source
route can be used to send packets with different destinations. We term such reuse natural reuse as they do not cause
any detour in routing data packets. Moreover, all the
previous route reuse techniques (in DSR and other protocols) are passive—they only exploit existing opportunities.
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Recent developments in structured peer-to-peer (p2p)
overlay networks such as CAN [28], Chord [30], Pastry [29],
and Tapestry [35] show a highly scalable way of constructing and maintaining self-organizing, decentralized, and
reliable overlay networks in the Internet. In a network of
size N, when each of the N nodes communicates with the
remaining N  1 nodes directly, the total number of distinct
links is N 2 . However, in a structured p2p overlay of
N nodes, each node maintains direct links to Oðlog NÞ other
nodes, and every node can reach every other node in
Oðlog NÞ hops in the overlay. Effectively, a structured
overlay introduces a virtual address space in which routing
is performed, i.e., a packet is routed through Oðlog NÞ
intermediate nodes in the overlay before reaching the
destination node. Since the total number of distinct links in
the routing tables of all the nodes is OðN log NÞ, such a p2p
overlay effectively reduces the number of links required for
all pairwise communication from N 2 to OðN log NÞ,
suggesting that each link is reused OðN= log NÞ times.
The reduction of the routing state to Oðlog NÞ in a
structured p2p overlay is obtained by sending a packet
destined to any node in the network to one of the Oðlog NÞ
nodes contained in the routing table. Each of these
intermediate nodes contains state to route the packet
further. This process is repeated till the packet reaches the
destination. Furthermore, if the structured overlay is
proximity-aware [6], the Oðlog NÞ nodes maintained at each
node are among the closest candidates in the network
proximity space. Thus, a packet from any node is routed to
an intermediate node that is closest to the sender and
contains further state to route the packet. If several nearby
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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nodes send packets to the same destination, all these
packets will converge at a node near the source nodes that
maintains further state to route the packet. This effect is
termed local route convergence [7], [13]. When such a
proximity-aware structured overlay is used in MANETs, it
is expected to impose route reuse when several nearby nodes
communicate with the same faraway node. In addition to
passive natural reuse, this active technique of imposing
route reuse can further reduce control overhead and
potentially improve the scalability of routing in MANETs.
The primary challenge with using a structured p2p
routing protocol as the network layer in MANETs is that
p2p overlays in the wired Internet rely on the IP routing
infrastructure to perform hop-by-hop routing between
neighboring nodes in the overlays, whereas such an
infrastructure does not exist in MANETs.
To overcome this problem, we propose the Dynamic P2P
Source Routing (DPSR) [17] protocol which seamlessly
integrates functions performed by a structured p2p overlay
routing protocol (Pastry) operating in a logical namespace
and by a MANET routing protocol (DSR) operating in the
physical namespace. The key idea of the integration is to
bring the proximity-aware structured p2p routing protocol
to the network layer of MANETs via a one-to-one mapping
between the IP addresses of the mobile nodes and their
nodeIds in the namespace and replacing each routing table
entry which used to store a (nodeId, IP address) pair in
Pastry with a (nodeId, source route) pair. DPSR first routes
the packets from nearby sources to a common faraway
destination node to a common node nearby the sources,
which effectively serves as a clusterhead and reuses the
same route to the common destination node to route all the
packets. In doing so, DPSR effectively imposes reuse of a
long route for routing packets originated from nearby
senders and going to a common destination. Since the route
discovery for a long route is presumably more costly than
for short routes, i.e., the routes to reach the common nearby
node, such imposed reuse is expected to reduce the overall
route discovery overhead. In essence, DPSR makes nodes
use localized communication to route packets from multiple
nearby senders to nearby clusterheads which then forward
the packets to common faraway destinations and, in doing
so, reduces the need for and, thus, the cost of floodingbased route discoveries.
Despite its apparent simplicity, implementing DPSR is
not as straightforward as putting Pastry and DSR together.
Pastry is designed for the Internet and has many features
that work inefficiently in MANETs such as periodic pinging
and a high overhead joining algorithm. Many of these
features need to be redesigned for DPSR in order to be
feasible for use in MANETs. In particular, the routing
structures of Pastry and DSR need to be seamlessly
integrated so that they can operate with an up-to-date view
of the physical topology which changes dynamically due to
mobility. Additionally, DSR route cache structures involve
carefully tuned parameters to maintain the freshness of
routes without compromising their availability. These
mechanisms need to be carefully merged into the DPSR
routing structures to optimize performance.
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Apart from the implementation challenges, evaluating
DPSR and demonstrating the benefit of DPSR from imposed
route creates an exuberant challenge by itself. Similarly to
the structured p2p overlays in the Internet, the existence
and the extent of imposed reuse in DPSR critically depend
on two factors. First, the communication pattern in the
network needs to be many-to-many for maximum route
reuse to happen. However, such traffic patterns are rarely
simulated in ad hoc network routing protocol research (for
example, [5], [9], [15], [18], [20]), primarily due to the high
bandwidth consumption of such traffic patterns. Second, as
the maximum route reuse in the presence of all-to-all
communication pattern is OðN= log NÞ, the benefit of
imposed route reuse is expected to increase with the
network size N. However, the vast majority of the
simulation studies of routing protocols for mobile ad hoc
networks have restricted their evaluation to a network size
of around 100 nodes (for example, [5], [9], [15], [18], [20]),
due to the capacity limitation of such networks [14] and also
the scalability of the routing protocols.
We have performed a detailed simulation study of DPSR
to evaluate its performance benefits from imposed route
reuse. Our simulation results show that, for mobile networks with many-to-one or many-to-some traffic patterns,
DPSR significantly reduces the routing overhead while
providing comparable packet delivery performance to DSR.
The benefit from DPSR increases with the network size. In
addition, for the any-to-any traffic patterns widely used in
previous protocol studies (e.g., [5], [9]), DPSR is comparable
in performance to DSR. Although DPSR provides significant gains in the targeted application scenarios, we also find
that sustaining the traffic patterns needed to demonstrate
the maximum benefit of DPSR is beyond the capacity of
current ad hoc networks. We conjecture that the full
potential of DPSR will manifest as the capacity of ad hoc
networks increases in the future from advancement in
physical layer technologies.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents a summary of DSR and Pastry. Section 3 presents
the design of DPSR. Section 4 describes the methodology
used in the evaluation. Sections 6, 7, and 8 describe the
numerous discoveries we encountered in comparing DPSR
with DSR. Section 9 discusses application scenarios that can
benefit from imposed route reuse of DPSR under the
capacity limitation of current ad hoc networks. Finally,
Section 10 discusses additional related work and Section 11
concludes the paper.

2

BACKGROUND

The key idea of DPSR is to impose route reuse in multihop
routing in MANETs by leveraging the high route reuse of
structured p2p overlay routing protocols developed for the
Internet. DPSR’s design seamlessly integrates the DSR
protocol for MANETs with a structured p2p overlay routing
protocol, Pastry. In the following, we give a brief overview
of DSR and Pastry.

2.1 DSR
DSR [19] is a representative multihop routing protocol for
ad hoc networks. It is based on the concept of source
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routing in contrast to hop-by-hop routing. It includes two
mechanisms: route discovery and route maintenance.
Route discovery is the process by which a source node
discovers a route to a destination for which it does not
already have a route in its cache. The process broadcasts a
ROUTE REQUEST packet that is flooded across the network
in a controlled manner. In addition to the address of the
original initiator of the request and the target of the request,
each ROUTE REQUEST packet contains a route record, which
records the sequence of hops taken by the ROUTE REQUEST
packet as it propagates through the network. ROUTE
REQUEST packets use sequence numbers to prevent
duplication. The request is answered by a ROUTE REPLY
packet either from the destination node or an intermediate
node that has a cached route to the destination. To reduce
the cost of the route discovery, each node maintains a cache
of source routes that have been learned or overheard, which
it uses aggressively to limit the frequency and propagation
of ROUTE REQUESTS. The route maintenance procedure
monitors the operation of the route and informs the sender
of any routing errors. If a route breaks due to a link failure,
the detecting host sends a ROUTE ERROR packet to the
source, which, upon receiving it, removes all routes in its
cache that use the hop in error.
Optimizations for the route discovery mechanism include: 1) The route discovery mechanism is made more
efficient by caching overheard and forwarded routing
information, 2) each node attempts to reply to ROUTE
REQUESTS using its cached routes, thereby limiting the
propagation of ROUTE REQUESTS, and 3) ROUTE REPLY
storms caused by nodes replying from their caches are
prevented by delaying the reply by a period proportional to
the number of hops to the destination. This increases the
probability that the source receives the shortest route first.
Optimizations for the route maintenance mechanism
include:
every node helps maintain shorter routes by sending
gratuitous ROUTE REPLYS if it knows of a shorter
route to the destination than the one being used in
the packet it overheard or forwarded,
2. each node always attempts to salvage a data packet
that caused a ROUTE ERROR,
3. ROUTE ERROR packets received by a source node are
piggybacked on its next ROUTE REQUEST to ensure
increased spreading of information about stale
routes, and
4. ROUTE ERROR packets that are forwarded or
eavesdropped on are used to invalidate routes with
broken links from the route cache.
The original design of DSR [5] uses a path cache which
stores whole source routes. An alternative graph-based
cache design, called a link cache [18], stores individual links
of routes to build a topological graph of the network. This
potentially increases the effectiveness of the cache since it
enables DSR to construct routes (using the graph) that were
neither overheard nor discovered.
Natural route reuse. DSR has a significant amount of
natural route reuse. In DSR, a route could be discovered
either explicitly, e.g., contained in the route replies to a
flooding of explicit route requests, or implicitly, e.g., from
1.
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Fig. 1. Routing table of a Pastry node with nodeId 65a1x, b ¼ 4. Digits
are in base 16, x represents an arbitrary suffix.

overhearing control and data packets for neighboring nodes
or from snooping and extracting source routes embedded in
the data packets being forwarded. The implicit route
discovery reuses routes discovered by other nodes. Further,
each implicitly or explicitly discovered route is not only
used as a full source route, but can also be used to send data
packets to all the intermediate nodes along the full source
route using the prefixes of the full source route, i.e., the
embedded partial routes. An extreme example of route reuse
appears in the graph-based cache of DSR [18] which allows
additional routes to be constructed that are neither
discovered nor overheard.

2.2 Pastry
Pastry [29] is one of several proximity-aware structured p2p
routing protocols [6]. Each Pastry node has a unique,
uniform randomly assigned nodeId in a circular 128-bit
identifier space. Given a 128-bit key, Pastry routes an
associated message toward the live node whose nodeId is
numerically closest to the key.
Node state. For the purpose of routing, nodeIds and keys are
thought of as a sequence of digits in base 2b (b is a configuration
parameter with typical value 4). A node’s routing table is
organized into 128=b rows and 2b columns. The 2b entries in
row n of the routing table contain the IP addresses of nodes
whose nodeIds share the first n digits with the current node’s
nodeId; the n þ 1th nodeId digit of the node in column m of
row n equals m. The column in row n that corresponds to the
value of the n þ 1th digit of the current node’s nodeId remains
empty. Fig. 1 depicts a sample routing table.
A routing table entry is left empty if no node with the
appropriate nodeId prefix is known. The uniform random
distribution of nodeIds ensures an even population of the
nodeId space; thus, on average, only dlog2b Ne levels are
populated in the routing table. Each node also maintains a
leaf set. The leaf set is the set of l nodes with nodeIds that are
numerically closest to the current node’s nodeId, with l=2
larger and l=2 smaller nodeIds than the current node’s id. A
typical value for l is approximately d8  log16 Ne. The leaf set
ensures reliable message delivery and is used to store
replicas of application objects.
Message routing. At each routing step, a node seeks to
forward the message to a node whose nodeId shares with
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TABLE 1
A DPSR Routing Table or Leaf Set Entry

Fig. 2. Routing a message from node 65a1fc with key d46a1c. The dots
depict live nodes in Pastry’s circular namespace.

the key a prefix that is at least one digit (or b bits) longer
than the current node’s shared prefix. If no such node can
be found in the routing table, the message is forwarded to a
node whose nodeId shares a prefix with the key as long as
the current node, but is numerically closer to the key than
the current node’s nodeId. Several such nodes can normally
be found in the routing table; moreover, such a node is
guaranteed to exist in the leaf set unless the message has
already arrived at the node with numerically closest nodeId
or its immediate neighbor. Further, unless all l=2 nodes in
one half of the leaf set have failed simultaneously, at least
one of those nodes must be live.
Fig. 2 shows the path of an example message. Analysis
[7], [29] shows that the expected number of forwarding
hops is slightly below dlog2b Ne, with a distribution that is
tight around the mean. Moreover, simulation shows that the
routing is highly resilient to node failures.
Node join. An arriving node with a newly chosen nodeId X
initializes its state by contacting a nearby node A (according
to the proximity metric) and asking A to route a special
message with X as the key. This message is routed to the
existing node Z whose nodeId is numerically closest to X. X
then obtains the leaf set from Z, and the ith row of the routing
table from the ith node encountered along the route from A to
Z. One can show that with this scheme, X can correctly
initialize its state and notify nodes that need to know of its
arrival.
Proximity Awareness. Proximity-aware routing in a p2p
overlay refers to the property that the network distance
traversed by a packet in the overlay is within a small factor
of the distance between the source and destination nodes in
the underlying IP network. The factor is known as the delay
stretch. Proximity-aware routing in Pastry is achieved by
inclusion of physically nearby nodes in the routing table.
Since the Pastry routing table is prefix-based, the upper
levels of the routing table allow great freedom in this
choice, with lower levels allowing exponentially less choice.
As a result, the expected delay of the first hop is very low, it
increases exponentially with each hop, and the delay of the
final hop dominates. As one can show, this leads to low
delay stretch and the local route convergence property [7].
Since a particular routing table entry refers to a nearby node
with a particular prefix nodeId and since, in general, there
are fewer and fewer nodes in a fixed area whose nodeIds

have longer and longer prefix matches with that of a
(destination) node, when several nearby nodes originate
messages going to the same destination node, i.e., with
identical keys, the paths taken by these messages tend to
converge at a node physically close to the source nodes.
Thus, this property allows local clustering to occur
naturally when multiple nearby nodes send packets to the
same faraway destination.

3

DPSR DESIGN

In this section, we describe the design and operation of
DPSR. Several changes have been made to the DPSR design
originally proposed in our position paper [17]. For
completeness, we describe the modified DPSR protocol
below.

3.1 Basic DPSR Design
Like DSR, DPSR is proposed as a network layer protocol
that runs on all nodes in the MANET. Message destinations
and nodes are addressed using IP addresses. DPSR
provides an added level of indirection to multihop routing
in MANETs by assigning nodeIds from a circular name
space to nodes in the MANET. A prefix-based routing
scheme similar to Pastry is then employed to route data
packets in the name space.
NodeId assignment. DPSR assigns unique nodeIds to
nodes. To maintain the routing API as in DSR, nodeIds
are generated by hashing the IP addresses of the hosts using
collision-resistant hashing functions such as SHA-1 [10],
thus obtaining, with high probability, a unique nodeId for
each node in the network.
Node state. The routing table and leaf set of a DPSR node
are organized in the same way as in Pastry, i.e., the routing
table contains dlog2b Ne rows with ð2b  1Þ entries each,
containing nodes that satisfy certain prefix-match requirement, and the leaf set contains l nodes whose nodeIds are
numerically closest to that of the current node. Unlike the
Internet, where routing is performed by the IP routing
infrastructure, no such infrastructure exists in MANETs.
Therefore, each entry in the DPSR leaf set and routing table
stores a source route to reach the designated nodeId, as
shown in Table 1.
As in Pastry, a routing table entry for any node K is
chosen such that it is physically closer (based on the
number of routing hops) than the other choices for that
routing table entry. This is achieved by making use of the
vast amount of implicitly discovered routes.
Node join. Similar to DSR, DPSR does not require any
special initialization. This is a departure from Pastry, which
has a node joining algorithm to initialize the routing table and
leaf set. Since DPSR provides unicast routing as opposed to a
DHT, it does not have consistency requirements for its leaf
sets, unlike Pastry, which needs to maintain consistent leaf
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Fig. 3. DPSR routing in MANETs.

sets to provide consistent hashing. Routing in the presence of
inconsistent leaf sets is discussed below. The joining node as
well as all existing nodes in the network can populate and
refresh their leaf sets and routing tables as data packets are
forwarded or overheard.
Routing. In DPSR, since both message keys and nodeIds
are hashed from IP addresses, an exact match between a
message key and the destination node’s nodeId is expected.
In other words, a message will be delivered to the
destination node whose nodeId matches the message key
if that destination node is reachable via the wireless links.
Routing in the basic DPSR design is similar to Pastry: A
message key is first generated by hashing the destination
IP address, and the message is routed using prefix-based
routing as described in Section 2.2. If an intermediate node
cannot find a node that can make further progress in the name
space, for example, due to an inconsistent leaf set, DPSR
invokes a route discovery to discover a direct route to the
destination node and patches its own leaf set.
Fig. 3 shows that each hop in DPSR routing is a multihop
source route. Each data packet travels log N hops in the
nodeId name space, and each of the hops is a multihop
source route that travels longer and longer distance from
using DPSR’s proximity-aware prefix-based routing table
construction. For example, the hop from node d4213f is via
a source route (d4213f, X, Y, d462ba). This is in contrast to
Pastry, where each hop is a multihop Internet route. For
clarity, in the rest of the paper, we term each hop in DPSR
routing in the nodeId name space a logical hop.

3.2 Optimizations
The basic design of DPSR inherits all of the optimizations
on route discovery and route maintenance used by the DSR
protocol such as caching overheard routing information,
caching routes snooped from forwarded packets, replying
to route requests using cached routes, caching partial routes
from individual routes, and route shortening. In addition, a
number of optimizations are unique to the DPSR routing
structures and operations.
Short-cut direct routes. In addition to the “prefix-based
view” of the routing table or the “neighbor-node view” of
the leaf set, the DPSR routing table and leaf set can be
viewed as two caches of source routes, similar to the route
cache in DSR. This allows the use of direct source routes to
destinations, as in the DSR protocol. To send a data packet,

Fig. 4. DPSR’s 3D routing table and 2D leaf set. Dimensions 1, 2, and 3
are depicted. Each chain of circles depicted represents a source route.

DPSR first searches for a direct route in the routing table
and the leaf set for an exact match with the message key
(i.e., destination nodeId). If this initial search returns a
source route, DPSR uses it directly. Otherwise, the original
DPSR prefix-based routing is executed to return the source
route to the next logical hop.
3D routing table and 2D leaf set. To further extend the
above idea of using the leaf set and the routing table as
route caches, the leaf set can be extended to 2D and the
routing table extended to 3D, i.e., each entry in the leaf set
or the routing table contains a vector of Nl and Nr routes,
where Nl and Nr are configuration parameters. This
structure is shown in Fig. 4. The replacement algorithm
used in each leaf set entry and each routing table entry is
Least Recently Discovered (LRD), disregarding whether a
route is discovered explicitly or implicitly. When looking
up a route from a leaf set or routing table entry, the freshest
among the shortest routes in that 1D entry is returned.
Routing state update using implicitly discovered source routes.
In the basic operation of DPSR, a node always chooses the
freshest among the shortest routes explicitly discovered
(through route discovery) for each entry. As an optimization, a node adds every route implicitly discovered
(through snooping and overhearing) as well as partial
routes from implicitly and explicitly discovered source
routes to the corresponding entry in either the leaf set or the
routing table based on matching of the nodeIds. This
optimization thus constantly discovers fresh and low
proximity routes for the leaf set and the routing table
entries.
Passive routing table proximity maintenance. The original
Pastry routing table maintenance algorithm is designed to
preserve the local proximity of routing table entries in the
presence of network dynamics. However, periodic exchange of routing table rows and subsequent proximity
probing is a very high overhead exercise in MANETs, for
example, the route to the probed node may need to be
discovered. The nature of the shared medium access of
MANETs provides an efficient alternative. A node can use
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TABLE 2
Pseudocode for the DPSR Routing Algorithm when a Packet p Arrives at a Node

overhearing of routes and routes from forwarded messages
to maintain the locality of its routing table entries. In fact,
the nature of the overhearing process guarantees that the
routes overheard contain many physically nearby nodes.
Regular updates to routing table entries using overheard
routes and routes from forwarded messages can make
DPSR resilient to degradation of routing table quality due to
mobility. Our LRD replacement policy in updating the
routing table entries ensures that the cache reflects the most
current view of the network.
Prefix-based route discovery. A further optimization is
added to DPSR to reduce the cost of route discovery for
routing table entries. When a routing table entry has no
valid routes, a modified route discovery is performed to
discover routes to any nodes whose nodeIds match the
prefix for that routing table entry. This is in contrast to
performing route discoveries to a particular destination
node known to have a prefix match in its nodeId. This
approach is more efficient in MANETs because route
discovery in DSR and DPSR is flooding-based and, thus,
is more efficient at finding some node with a proper prefix
match (since there are multiple such nodes) than finding a
particular node in DPSR. Prefix-based route discoveries use
expanding ring search to localize the discovery. An
additional advantage of prefix-based route discoveries is
that they allow for low overhead routing table maintenance
even if the promiscuous overhearing mode is turned off to
conserve energy.
Logical hop salvaging. When a node in DSR encounters a
link break while delivering a data packet for another node,
it tries to salvage the packet by searching in its route cache
for an alternative route for the packet. However, if such a
route does not exist, that node simply drops the packet.
DPSR, in addition to searching for a direct (short-cut) route

to the packet’s destination, also attempts to send the packet
to the next logical hop. Only if valid routes do not exist in
both cases, the packet is dropped by DPSR. Thus, the
probability of successfully salvaging a data packet is
potentially higher than in DSR.

3.3 DPSR Operations: Putting It All Together
In this section, we summarize the operations of DPSR in a
mobile network in pseudocode in Table 2. The procedure
SEND_PACKET is invoked at node A when a packet p
arrives at node A. We begin by defining some notations.
p:dest is the IP address of the destination node. The routing
table is denoted as R and the leaf set as L. Since L is 2D and
R is 3D, each entry of L or R is a 1D array of source routes.
Ril is the entry in the routing table R at column i and row l.
Li is the ith closest nodeId in the leaf set L, where a
negative/positive index indicates counterclockwise/clockwise from the current node in the id space, respectively.
Ll=2 and Ll=2 are the nodes at the edges of the current
node’s leaf set. keyl represents the lth digit in the key.
shlða; bÞ is the length of the prefix shared among a and b, in
digits.
Given a packet p, node A first searches its routing
structures for a short-cut direct route to the destination
node B. If such a source route is found, the packet is sent to
node B directly using its corresponding IP address and
source route. If no direct source route is found, prefix-based
routing is invoked and the routing structures are looked up
for the next logical hop using the LOOKUP function. The
LOOKUP function returns an entry (1D array of source
routes) from either the routing table or the leaf set. When
the entry has valid source routes, the freshest among the
shortest is chosen as the route to forward the packet.
However, due to the mobility of nodes, it is possible that no
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Fig. 5. Summary of DPSR features.

valid source routes currently exist for an entry. In this case,
if the entry belongs to the routing table, a prefix-based route
discovery is initiated and, if the entry belongs to the leaf set,
a flooding-based route discovery is initiated.
Once a packet has a source route, it is forwarded using the
source route (without invoking SEND_PACKET) till it
reaches the next logical hop (end of the source route). When
the packet reaches the logical hop node, if the destination of
the packet matches the IP address of the node, the packet is
delivered to the transport layer. Otherwise, SEND_PACKET
is invoked once again at this logical hop node. Note that, in
case a route error happens during forwarding of a packet
using a source route, the forwarding node attempts to salvage
the packet using short-cut direct routes and logical hop
salvaging.
Fig. 5 summarizes all the different features present in
DPSR. The features marked with an asterisk are techniques
from DSR that have been tailored to and folded into DPSR.
Effect of configuration parameters on DPSR performance.
DPSR has two important configuration parameters: b (logical
hop control parameter) and l (leaf set size). Parameters l and b
control the trade-off between the routing table size and the
number of logical hops. In DPSR, each node maintains
dlog2b Ne  ð2b  1Þ entries in the routing table and, consequently, can route in dlog2b NeÞ hops. As b is reduced, the
number of hops is increased. In a MANET environment,
shorter hops are always better since they reduce the delay as
well as the probability of error in delivering a packet. Thus, b
should not be very small. On the other hand, a large value of b
can increase the routing state. l also affects the number of hops
traveled by a message although to a smaller extent than b. l
denotes the number of destinations for which a node will be
used as a clusterhead since a node may potentially be used as
a clusterhead for any destination in its leaf set. A small l
inhibits route reuse, whereas a large l can potentially create
imbalance by causing one node to be a clusterhead for many
destinations. Experimentally, we found that routing through
two logical hops (going through one clusterhead) gave the
best routing performance and to do so we need log2b N  2
 l. Thus, b ¼ 5 and l ¼ 32 works well for a wide range
and N
2b
of network sizes up to 1,000 nodes. However, for smaller
networks (up to 200 nodes), b ¼ 4 and l ¼ 16, which result in
smaller routing tables, can also be used.
Two other parameters required in DPSR are Nr and Nl ,
the size of the 1D array of source routes in the routing table
and leaf set entry, respectively. These values should be
large enough to accommodate enough source routes and

also small enough to evict stale entries in time. Experimentally, we found that values of Nr ¼ 10 and Nl ¼ 5 provide a
good trade-off between the availability of routes and their
freshness.
Effect of configuration parameters on DPSR memory usage. The
memory usage of the DPSR routing table depends on the
configuration parameter b since it is a matrix of 2b  1 columns
and, on average, log2b N rows. Each row contains Nr pointers to
source routes. Each source route is a vector of 4-byte
IP addresses of maximum size M. So, the average size of the
routing table is 2b  log2b N  Nr  M  4 bytes. Thus, assuming
each entry of the matrix has all Nr ¼ 10 routes of maximum
size M ¼ 15 each and for a network of 4,096 nodes, the routing
table size for b ¼ 4 is 28.8 Kbytes. Similarly, the memory usage
of the 2D leaf set is given by l  Nl  M  4 bytes. Thus, in the
worst case, the leaf set size for Nl ¼ 5 and l ¼ 16 is 4.8 Kbytes.

4

METHODOLOGY

4.1 Simulators
We first implemented DPSR in ns-2 [4]. This implementation is used in the evaluations in Sections 5, 6, and 7. ns-2
simulates a radio model with a nominal bit-rate of 2Mbps
and a transmission range of 250m. The link layer used is
IEEE 802.11. However, the limited scalability of ns-2
prevented us from using it for performing simulations with
large network sizes and traffic volume.
To measure the performance of DPSR and DSR in large
networks (discussed in Section 8), we also implemented
DPSR in Glomosim [34]. The functionality of Glomosim is
similar to that of ns-2. However, Glomosim scales to a larger
number of nodes in both memory requirements and simulation execution time. Further, a radio model with a nominal
bit-rate of 11Mbps and a transmission range of 250 m is used
in the simulations. The link layer used is IEEE 802.11.
4.2 Mobility and Traffic Models
The mobility scenarios used in the simulations are
generated using a modified form of random waypoint
model [32], [33] that avoids the speed decay problem. In our
simulations, nodes move at speeds distributed uniformly
between 1 and 19 m/s. The mobility of the nodes is also
governed by a pause time, which is the time a node rests in
between movements. Constant bit rate (CBR) traffic sources
are used to accurately evaluate the routing performance. A
packet size of 64 bytes is used. We perform simulations for
different network sizes. As the network size is increased,
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Fig. 6. Routing overhead, PDR, and delay comparison of DPSR with and without direct routes.

the area in which nodes are distributed is scaled such that
the node density is kept constant. Both DSR and DPSR
maintain a send buffer of 50 packets. The network area and
density chosen for all experiments result in the network
being connected most of the time.

4.3 Metrics
The following widely used metrics for MANET routing
protocols are evaluated: 1) routing overhead—the number of
control packets transmitted, with each hop-wise transmission of a control packet counted as one transmission,
2) packet delivery ratio (PDR)—the ratio of the data packets
delivered to the destinations to those generated by the CBR
sources, and 3) average delay—the end-to-end delay of
packet routing which accounts for all possible delays
caused by buffering during route discovery process,
queuing at the interface queue, retransmissions at the
MAC, and propagation and transfer through the channel.

5

IMPACT

OF

DPSR DESIGN CHOICES

We first evaluate the performance impact of two design
choices: the use of direct routes (Section 3.2) and the choice
of the logical hop control parameter b.

5.1 Use of Direct Routes
Since DPSR routes a packet through several logical hops
whereas DSR takes the direct paths, if queuing delay is
discounted, the routing delay using DPSR is expected to be
longer than using DSR. However, the proximity-awareness
of Pastry from prefix-based routing ensures that the logical
hops taken in routing a message are longer and longer, and
the last hop dominates. As a result, the routing paths taken
by Pastry routing are about 50-100 percent longer than the
direct IP path between two nodes in the Internet [7]. Since
DPSR shares the prefix-routing nature with Pastry, the
average routing path taken by DPSR is expected to also be
within 50-100 percent of the shortest path. The use of direct
routes in DPSR which short-cut logical hops further reduces
the delay in packet delivery. Fig. 6 compares the performance of DPSR with and without the use of direct routes.
We ran simulations for a 50-node network in an area of
1,500 m  300 m with 40 CBR sources generating three
packets/second each. Each source makes a maximum of
two connections. Though the PDRs of DPSR in both cases
are similar, the use of direct source routes reduces the
average delay as well as the routing overhead for all pause
times. Although the gains are not very significant in this
scenario, we found that the gains from direct routes
increases as the network size increases. Thus, in the rest

of the paper, we use DPSR with direct routes unless
otherwise stated.

5.2 Logical Hop Control Parameter: b
The value of b (base of Pastry’s nodeId digits) controls the
trade-off between the number of entries in the routing table
and the average number of hops traversed by a message to
reach its destination. Table 3 shows how the choice of b
affects the performance metrics for a network of 200 nodes,
in which 40 sources are sending one packet/second each. A
pause time of 300 seconds is used. As b varies from 2 to 4,
the average number of logical hops decreases from 2.4 to
1.85. The shortened logical hops in this case increase the
PDR and reduce the delay and routing overhead. The use of
direct routes, however, significantly diminishes the effects
of the choice of b. Table 3 shows that, with direct routes,
DPSR with b ¼ 4 achieves comparable PDR as DPSR with
b ¼ 2, although it reduces the routing overhead and delay
by about 20 percent. Also note that the gains from direct
routes have increased in a 200 node network as compared to
a 50 node network in Fig. 6. In the rest of the paper, we use
b ¼ 4 unless otherwise stated.

6

INITIAL EXPERIENCE (“DPSR

VERSUS

DSR”)

We begin our evaluation study with a network size of
50 nodes as this network size was used in all previous
studies of DSR [5], [9]. These previous protocol comparison
studies also assume a traffic pattern where each node sends
packets to one or two other nodes in the network. However,
since imposed reuse in DPSR will only exist when each
TABLE 3
Routing Overhead, PDR, and Delay Comparison
of DSR and DPSR Varying b

DPSR and DPSR/DR refer to DPSR without and with direct routes,
respectively.
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Fig. 7. Routing overhead, PDR, and delay comparison of DPSR and DSR varying the number of data connections. (a) Low mobility, (b) medium
mobility, and (c) high mobility.

node communicates with many other nodes, we vary the
number of connections maintained by each source node,
denoted as a parameter X.

6.1 Experimental Setup
In this section, we use ns-2 [4] to compare the performance
of DPSR with DSR. The experiments used a 50-node
network with 40 CBR sources and a traffic volume of
120 packets/sec. The nodes are distributed in a rectangular
area of dimensions 1,500m  300m. The number of
connections per source, X, is increased from 1 to 16.
Additional higher values of X were simulated, but are not
shown as the trend is evident for lower values of X. Also, as
X is increased, the packet rate per connection is reduced
proportionally so that the traffic volume remains constant.
The volume is kept constant to keep the multiaccess
interference constant for all scenarios.
6.2 Performance Results
Fig. 7 shows that DPSR performs as well as DSR when
X ¼ 1. This is slightly unexpected since DPSR routes in
multiple logical hops leading to increased transmissions of
data packets in comparison to DSR which uses direct routes.
However, optimizations such as prefix-requests and direct

routes reduce the overhead of discovering routes to logical
hop nodes. Additionally, salvaging using the logical hops
also helps the packet delivery of DPSR.
Surprisingly, as X is increased from 1 to 16, the overhead
of DSR increases almost linearly, while DPSR incurs a
constant routing overhead, outperforming DSR by a large
margin for large values of X. This is true for all mobilities.
As a result, DPSR maintains a PDR close to 100 percent for
all mobilities, while the PDR for DSR drops as the number
of connections increases and, the higher the mobility, the
lower the PDR. Similarly, for each mobility, as the number
of connections increases, DPSR maintains a constant delay,
while the delay grows significantly in DSR.

6.3 Analysis
The above widening performance gap between DPSR and
DSR is unexpected as DPSR is expected to have a higher
reuse than DSR only when X > l þ 16 log16 N since DSR
uses up to N  X distinct source routes and DPSR requires
up to N  ðl þ 16 log16 NÞ distinct source routes. To understand the reason, we measured the amount of route reuse in
both protocols. This is done by modifying ns-2 to include
identifiers in routes stored in the cache to identify unique
routes, followed by postprocessing of the route usage at all
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TABLE 4
Route Reuse Comparison of DPSR and DSR

the nodes so as to measure how many distinct routes were
used while delivering data packets. Table 4 shows the
amount of route reuse for the case of 16 connections per
source and a pause time of 120 seconds. The results show
that the number of routes that are discovered in DSR are
10 times more than in DPSR with direct routes. Since both
protocols use source routing and similar overhearing
optimizations, it immediately becomes suspicious that the
ratio of overheard routes over discovered routes used in
DPSR is over 20 times higher than in DSR. A closer look at
the cache structure of DSR reveals why this occurred.
DSR as proposed in [9] and implemented in ns-2
maintains a generational capacity limited cache for discovered and overheard routes. The capacity limitation is
present to evict potentially stale routes. When X is
increased, ROUTE REQUESTS for one destination result in
many ROUTE REPLYS which evict the routes already present
in the cache. Thus, for subsequent packets, capacity misses
occur in the cache, leading to a high number of discovered
routes and a low number of overheard routes, as shown in
Table 4. Since DPSR uses a prefix-based routing table which
stores routes that match a prefix separately from routes that
match another prefix, such capacity misses do not happen,
resulting in a much higher usage of overheard routes.
In summary, the observed performance advantage of
DPSR over DSR is not because of better route reuse due to
structured p2p routing, but rather a decreased route reuse
in DSR due to capacity misses in its route cache.

7

SECOND EXPERIENCE
(“DSR-GRAPH STRIKES BACK”)

To isolate the limited natural route reuse of DSR due to the
cache capacity and measure benefit of imposed route reuse
in DPSR due to structured p2p routing, we switched to
using the graph-based cache version of DSR proposed in
[18] which we term DSR-Graph. Since this version of DSR
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builds a topological network graph, it does not suffer from
capacity misses as does the DSR version using a path cache.

7.1 Experimental Setup
It has been shown in [18] that DSR-Graph outperforms DSR
for almost all scenarios due to its ability to use the graph to
discover routes that are not explicitly discovered. To enable
a fair comparison with DPSR, we implemented a graphbased cache for use in DPSR. We denote this version of
DPSR as DPSR-Graph. Specifically, in DPSR-Graph, we
construct a graph GðV ; E) of the network topology in the
physical space. Each vertex is referenced by its nodeId.
Additionally, we store the IP address of the node in the
vertex so that source routes can be constructed using
Dijkstra’s single source shortest path algorithm to any node
in the network that can be reached in GðV ; EÞ. Similar to
DSR-Graph, we use a graph-based cache that has an
adaptive timeout mechanism for expiring links based on
the stability of the endpoint nodes of that link. The
stabilities of the endpoint nodes of a link are increased by
an additive factor whenever the link is used as part of a
source route and are decreased by a multiplicative factor
whenever a link breaks. The timeout of any link is chosen as
the minimum of the stability values of its endpoints. Routes
in the topological graph that are of the shortest lengths and
have the highest minimum timeout value of any of their
contained links (largest lifetime) are constructed using
Dijkstra’s algorithm.
In this section, we use the same parameters as in Section 6.1
to perform a four-way comparison among DPSR, DPSRGraph, DSR, and DSR-Graph.
7.2 Performance Results
Fig. 8 depicts the routing overhead, PDR, and delay
comparison between the four protocols. The key observations from the figure are as follows.
First, DSR-Graph significantly outperforms DSR and
slightly outperforms DPSR; it has lower overhead and
delivers more packets than either of the two protocols. This
is because it enjoys more reuse than both DPSR and DSR.
DSR-Graph has more route reuse from its cache than DSR
as it has no capacity misses, and it has more route reuse
than DPSR due to construction of routes from the graph
which have not been overheard or discovered.
Second, DSR-Graph and DPSR-Graph have similar
performance for all values of X. Both protocols exhibit
low overhead and high delivery ratios with acceptable
delay performance. This shows conclusively that the gain of

Fig. 8. Routing overhead, PDR, and delay comparison of DPSR and DSR varying the number of data connections for high mobility (pause time 0s).
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TABLE 5
Comparison of DPSR-Link and DSR-Link for
All Pairs Communication for a 50-Node Network

DPSR when compared to DSR was solely due to the design
of DSR’s route cache which caused capacity misses.
To simulate the scenario where each node sends packets
to every other node, we simulated X ¼ 50. The results,
shown in Table 5, show that, in this scenario, DPSR-Graph
performs better than DSR-Graph. It delivers almost the
same amount of packets, but with 20 percent lower
overhead and similar delay.

7.3 Analysis
The above outcome is explained by the many factors that
are involved in the comparison. We first analyze the route
usage in DPSR-Graph and DSR-Graph in the worst-case
scenario when no natural reuse occurs.
In DPSR, when N nodes send packets to N nodes, the
exact number of routes used is N  ð16  log16 N þ lÞ, where l
is the size of the leaf set. For the leaf set size 16, the number
of routes used becomes 50  ð16  log16 50 þ 16Þ, which is
approximately 50  48. This is very close to N 2 , which is
50  50.
When natural reuse occurs, it benefits both DSR-Graph
and DPSR-Graph and, thus, the number of routes discovered is actually much less than the theoretical numbers
above, i.e., 2,500 multiplied by the number of packets sent
by each node. For example, DPSR-Graph performs only
760 discoveries and DSR-Graph performs 3,255 route
discoveries during the entire simulation. The extent of
natural reuse is further dictated by other parameters such as
the hearing range of nodes and the density of nodes
considered.
In summary, because of the effects of constant factors in
the analysis and the effect of natural reuse, we need to
simulate a larger network when the imposed route reuse in
DPSR-Graph is not overshadowed by the natural reuse
common to both protocols.

8

THIRD EXPERIENCE
(“RETURN OF DPSR-GRAPH”)

In this section, we compare DPSR-Graph and DSR-Graph in
large networks using the Glomosim simulator.

8.1 The True Potential of DPSR
Before proceeding with experiments with large networks,
we summarize the different ways the potential benefits of
imposed route reuse of DPSR can be affected.
.

Traffic pattern. As discussed in Section 1, for
imposed route reuse to be maximum, the communication pattern in the network needs to be many-tomany, similarly to Pastry.

Fig. 9. Local route convergence leads to reuse in DPSR. For simplicity,
we assume routing takes two logical hops. Cij denotes the clusterhead
for destination j in cluster i.

Network size. The network size directly affects the
extent of imposed reuse in DPSR. We analyze this
factor in the worst-case scenario when no natural
reuse occurs. In DPSR, when N nodes send
packets to N nodes, the exact number of routes
used is N  ð2b  log2b N þ lÞ, where l is the size of
the leaf set. Since DSR can potentially use up to
N 2 distinct routes, the benefit of imposed reuse in
DPSR over DSR increases with the network size N
as N=ð2b  log2b N þ lÞ.
. Packet arrival timing. The timing of packet arrival
also has a direct impact on imposed route reuse. Fig. 9
depicts an example of route convergence and reuse in
DPSR routing. It shows two physically nearby groups
of nodes which form two clusters. Cluster 1 has one
clusterhead C11 for destination D1 . Cluster 2 has two
clusterheads, one each for destinations D1 and D2 .
Consider the case when all the nodes in Cluster 1
communicate with D1 . Since C11 matches the prefix
with D1 , it becomes the clusterhead for destination
node D1 . Thus, once C11 discovers a route for D1 , it can
potentially reuse this route to deliver the packets
destined for D1 from any node in Cluster 1. However,
this reuse is only possible if all the packets from other
nodes in Cluster 1 arrive at C11 before route C11 ! D1
breaks.
. Interference of natural reuse. The benefits of imposed
reuse, i.e., the potential reduction in route discoveries,
can potentially be shadowed by various forms of
natural route reuse that already exists in DSR.
. Cost of detour. The cost of reaching the clusterhead,
e.g., during the first ðlog N  1Þ logical hops before
reaching the last hop clusterhead, can potentially add
to the routing overhead and increase the routing delay.
In summary, to demonstrate the performance benefit of
imposed route reuse in DPSR requires the presence of
many-to-many traffic patterns in a large network, and the
packets going through the same “clusterheads” need to
arrive before the route from that clusterhead to the
destination breaks. However, supporting many-to-many
traffic patterns in a large network places a high demand on
the capacity of the wireless network which is beyond the
capability of the current physical layer interference model
[14], [21]. To restrict the traffic volume while demonstrating
the potential of imposed route reuse in DPSR, we chose a
traffic pattern where each node communicates with C
(C < N) other nodes simultaneously.
.
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Fig. 10. Number of packets going through each logical hop, i.e., the
clusterhead node, for DPSR-Graph in a network of 800 nodes.

Fig. 11. Number of total packets transmitted by each node for DPSRGraph in a network of 200 nodes.

8.2 Experimental Setup
To enable simulations of large networks, we implemented
DPSR-Graph and DSR-Graph in Glomosim, which originally only supported the basic DSR. The traffic pattern where
every node initiates connections to a subset of C nodes is
used. The network size is increased from 200 to 800 nodes
and a value of b ¼ 5 is used because of the larger network
sizes. A square area is chosen for each network size such
that, on average, there are 10 neighboring nodes within the
broadcast range of each node. For all simulation scenarios, a
pause time of 0s was used. The maximum speed used was
19 m/s, but, for scenarios when the network capacity is not
sufficient to support the traffic volumes reached, a
maximum speed of 9 m/s was used. The simulation ran
for 100 seconds with each node initiating one data packet to
each of C nodes within every 2 seconds.

routing. Also, the figure shows that the load (number of
packets arriving at each clusterhead) is distributed fairly
evenly among the clusterhead nodes.
An interesting observation from Fig. 10 is that, although
the load among the clusterheads is fairly evenly balanced,
the clusterheads themselves appear to be at a disadvantage
(transmitting more packets) compared to other nonclusterhead nodes. However, this occurs because the traffic is
many-to-one in nature. We conjecture that the load will be
better balanced in a more general many-to-many communication scenario. To study the load distribution further for
this general pattern, we simulated a 200-node network in
which every node sends a data packet to every other node
in the network. The network size is reduced to support the
increased traffic from many-to-many communications used
in this experiment. Fig. 11 shows the number of packets
(control and data) transmitted by each node. As seen from
the figure, the load is fairly evenly distributed for this
general traffic pattern. This is because: 1) for a particular
destination, different regions in the network use different
clusterheads and 2) for different destinations, the same
region has different nodes as clusterheads. Thus, DPSR
provides an even load distribution for general traffic
patterns.
We now analyze the routing overhead in this scenario.
Since prefix-based routing is directionless, i.e., the first
ðlog N  1Þ logical hops could be along any direction and,
thus, on average, not making any progress toward the final
destination, the last hop from the clustering node to the
final destination usually is as long as any average route in
the network. Thus, the overhead of DPSR-Graph in this
NðCostRREQ Þ
þ RO1hop , where CostRREQ is the
scenario is
32
overhead incurred per route request (RREQ), and RO1hop
represents the overhead incurred by all the nodes to reach
the clustering nodes, which, on average, takes one hop in
this scenario. In DPSR-Graph, the routes to the neighboring
clusterheads can be obtained with no overhead via overhearing or snooping on the forwarded routes. If a route to
the clusterhead or the clusterhead itself is not known, the
node initiates a prefix route request (PRREQ).
A prefix route request essentially returns the closest
node which is a valid first logical hop toward the
destination. The prefix route request is a variable TTL
search. A node first initiates a one-hop broadcast and retries
with a maximum TTL if no reply is received. Each
intermediate node that receives the prefix route request
searches through its cache to return a valid first logical hop.

8.3 Reuse Analysis
To demonstrate the benefit of imposed reuse and evaluate
the cost of prefix requests, we simulated DPSR-Graph for a
network of 800 nodes with the traffic pattern described
above, but with C ¼ 1. All the remaining parameters are as
described above. We also disabled the use of direct routes in
DPSR-Graph since direct routes pose an opportunity of
natural reuse to DPSR-Graph which obscures its ability to
impose route reuse.
Since C ¼ 1, let us consider how packets from different
nodes are routed to the single chosen destination. The
number of nodes starting with a unique digit is, on average,
N=32 (N=2b ) as the nodeIds are uniformly hashed. Thus,
each node, while attempting to reach a destination, will
route the packet to one of these N=32 nodes which match
the first digit with the destination. Moreover, due to the
proximity-aware routing table construction, each node
picks the node that matches the prefix from its neighborhood. This creates the scenario as depicted in Fig. 9, where
each of N=32 nodes acts as a clusterhead for all the packets
destined to the same destination initiated by nearby nodes.
Each of these N=32 nodes now finds a route to the final
destination and tunnels all the packets toward the destination. Thus, the routes found by the N=32 clustering nodes
are reused by all the other nodes in the network. This
imposed reuse is measured and depicted in Fig. 10. The
figure shows the number of packets that are received by
each logical hop node to be forwarded to the destination
(the next logical hop). As seen in the figure, a fraction of the
nodes inherently act as clusterheads due to the prefix-based
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TABLE 7
The Effect of Prefix Route Requests

Only PRREQs and RREQs with MAX TTL are counted.
PREP stands for prefix route replies.

Since there are N=32 possibilities for each prefix, the
probability that a prefix match is found in the first
broadcast is high. Table 6 shows the breakdown of the cost
to discover the first hop clusterheads. The results in Table 6
confirm that the majority of the prefix requests (30 out of 42)
are limited to one hop. Thus, the overhead of DPSR-Graph
is dominated by the route discoveries from the clustering
nodes to the final destination. In fact, RO1hop is about 4,040,
whereas the total overhead for DPSR-Graph is 23,824. The
low overhead of RO1hop is an important factor for the
reduced routing overhead due to imposed reuse.
Table 7 further highlights the importance of prefix route
request by comparing the routing overhead of DPSR-Graph
with and without the prefix route request feature. It shows
that, in this scenario, DPSR-Graph without the feature
incurs an overhead even higher than that of DSR-Graph
(50,760) as it has to perform the normal route discoveries to
learn about a valid first hop. The reason for the larger
number of RREQs when not using prefix route request
compared to when using prefix route request is that, in the
latter case, many more (prefix) route replies are received
which leads to more natural reuse.

8.4 Performance Results
Many-to-One Traffic. In this experiment, we compare DPSRGraph and DSR-Graph using the many-to-one traffic
pattern, i.e., C ¼ 1. Since the isolation of natural reuse from
imposed reuse is practically infeasible, Fig. 12 depicts the
improvement of DPSR-Graph over DSR-Graph when all
forms of reuse are in place, as the network size is
successively increased from 200 to 800 nodes. Fig. 12a
shows that the routing overhead of DPSR-Graph is
consistently lower than that of DSR-Graph. Fig. 12b shows
that the PDR of DPSR-Graph is comparable to that of DSRGraph when the maximum speed of nodes is 9 m/s.
Further, we find that DPSR-Graph outperforms DSR-Graph
even for high mobility with a maximum speed of 19 m/s.

This suggests that high mobility does not affect the
clustering mechanisms of DPSR significantly since the
overhead increases only slightly. Finally, Fig. 12c shows
the imposed reuse for DPSR-Graph in the presence of direct
routes for the same 800-node network as in Fig. 10. As
expected, natural reuse reduces the amount of imposed
reuse.
If there were no natural reuse and caching, the ratio
between the overhead of DSR-Graph and DPSR-Graph
would have been about 32 (for large N) since the overhead
of DSR-Graph would be N  ðCostRREQ Þ and the overhead of
NðCostRREQ Þ
þ RO1hop and the RO1hop term is
DPSR-Graph is
32
negligible. However, the natural reuse due to routes
obtained from forwarding, intermediate replies, and overhearing in both DPSR-Graph and DSR-Graph reduces the
routing overhead difference to a factor of 3.46 for N ¼ 800.
In some energy-constrained applications, it may be
required to not operate the wireless interface in promiscuous mode. In this scenario, DPSR and DSR cannot benefit
from overhearing routes to refresh their routing state. To
verify whether DPSR still provides performance improvement with overhearing turned off, we ran simulations for
the above scenario of 800 nodes with overhearing turned
off. The results show that, without overhearing, the overhead of DSR increased by 124 percent while that of DPSR
increased by 89.3 percent. Consequently, without overhearing, DPSR still has much lower overhead than DSR
while maintaining a comparable packet delivery ratio.
Many-to-Many Traffic. In this experiment, we increase the
value of C from 1 to 8. We evaluate with a maximum speed of
9 m/s since the capacity of the network running DSR or DPSR
is not sufficient to support many-to-many traffic at high
network sizes and high speeds. Fig. 13 depicts the routing
overhead and PDR of DPSR-Graph and DSR-Graph as the
network size is increased from 200 to 800 nodes. It can be seen
that the routing overhead of DPSR-Graph is consistently
lower than that of DSR-Graph. In fact, the overhead of DSRGraph is almost twice that of DPSR-Graph.

Fig. 12. Routing overhead and PDR comparison of DPSR-Graph and DSR-Graph varying the network size for high mobility (pause time 0s) and
C ¼ 1. Imposed reuse in DPSR for a network of 800 nodes is also depicted. (a) Running overhead, (b) PDR, and (c) reuse histogram.
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Fig. 13. Routing overhead and PDR comparison of DPSR-Graph and DSR-Graph varying the network size for pause time 0s and C ¼ 8.

Fig. 13 also shows that DPSR-Graph’s PDR is comparable
to that of DSR-Graph for small network sizes, but is up to
50 percent higher than that of DSR-Graph as the network
size is increased to 800 nodes. The PDRs of both protocols
are low in this scenario. This low PDR is caused by the
increased congestion when C is increased to 8. As C is
increased, the number of ROUTE REQUEST packets increases. This increase in broadcast packets results in the
dropping of data packets due to increased collisions,
suggesting that irrespective of the protocol used, the
capacity of the network is not enough to support the
delivery of data packets. Despite of the low PDRs, the
performance benefit of DPSR is identified by the factor of
two lower overhead as compared to DSR-Graph.
In this scenario, the overhead of DSR-Graph can be
approximated as N  C  ðCostRREQ Þ. Since the clustering
effect happens for each of the C destinations. The overhead
NCðCostRREQ Þ
þ RO1hop;Cdests . Effecof DPSR-Graph will be
32
tively, DPSR can be viewed as a protocol that imposes reuse
by per-destination clustering. As C increases, DPSR-Graph
will start reusing the routes discovered to one clusterhead
to reach one destination in sending packets to a different
destination, e.g., when the two destinations share the same
first digit. Thus, the first-hop overhead for C destinations,
RO1hop;Cdests , will grow slower than C  RO1hop . This suggests that, as C increases, the gap between the overhead of
DSR-Graph and DPSR-Graph should widen for large
networks. However, as the PDR at this network size is
low, this effect is not evident.
In summary, the limited capacity of current ad hoc
networking technology limits the usability of any ad hoc
networking protocol for many-to-many traffic patterns. In
the meantime, many-to-one/many-to-some traffic patterns
are common in many application scenarios for ad hoc
networks (Section 9). In such scenarios, DPSR will provide
better performance than DSR.

9

APPLICATION SCENARIOS

The many-to-one traffic scenarios in which DPSR exhibits
high imposed reuse can potentially occur in many application scenarios.
Wireless access networks. Consider an ad hoc network
being deployed as a wireless extension to the Internet
similar to the scenario proposed in [27]. Every node in the
network that requires Internet connectivity will initiate
multihop connections to the set of gateways. This will
effectively result in bursty flows (Web traffic, email, DNS)

from many nodes to the gateway nodes. DPSR will be
useful in reducing the overhead in such scenarios.
Similarly, DPSR will also be useful when many mobile
nodes use Transit Access Points [11] as gateways to mesh
networks which provide Internet access and community
services.
Mobile robotics. Consider an ad hoc network formed by a
team of mobile robots. Such kind of networks are useful for
military applications, search and rescue, and exploration.
Communication to the operator (base) is likely to be
frequent in such applications and many-to-one in nature.
Unlike sensor networks, the data in these networks is not
compressible by aggregation, leading to capacity issues
from many-to-one communication [22]. DPSR could be used
to reduce both bandwidth consumption and energy consumption in this and other similar scenarios in which the
communication is many-to-one and not compressible by
aggregation.
Distributed storage systems. Applications that employ
parallel download form another type of application that
generates the traffic pattern where many nodes communicate with a subset of the nodes. One such example is a
p2p-based distributed storage system, CFS [8], in which
blocks of a file are distributed over many nodes.

10 RELATED WORK
In addition to DSR, AODV [26], DSDV [25], and TORA [23]
are also topology-based MANET routing protocols which
assume no knowledge of the mobile nodes’ positions.
AODV is a hop-by-hop on-demand routing protocol; it uses
a similar route discovery mechanism as in DSR, but the
routes discovered are set up hop-by-hop along the intermediate nodes. Compared to DSR, AODV emphasizes the
freshness of routes more than their reuse. Consequently, it
incurs higher routing overhead [5], [9]. AODV leverages
implicit reuse when an intermediate node that already has a
route set up to a destination replies to a route request. Due
to its hop-by-hop nature, the original AODV does not have
reuse of partial routes. DSDV is a distance vector protocol
that guarantees loop-freedom and performs hop-by-hop
routing. It needs periodic routing updates for route
maintenance. DSDV does not reuse routes for one destination for another destination due to its inherent proactive
nature. TORA is a distributed routing protocol that trades
off route optimality with the overhead of route discovery. It
also has no specific mechanism for route reuse.
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Hierarchical routing protocols using landmarks [2], [3],
[16], [24], [31] share the essence of imposing reuse with
DPSR. In such systems, the routes between landmarks or
their vicinities are reused in delivering data packets.
However, hierarchical routing requires an explicit maintenance protocol, whereas “hierarchies” exist implicitly in
the DPSR network. Although DPSR imposes reuse in
routing, it is still a flat topology-based routing protocol.
DPSR organizes groups of physically nearby nodes into
clusters so that, for each unique destination, a different
member of the group is likely to be chosen as the
clusterhead leading to natural load balance. This is different
from traditional clustering schemes (for example, [1], [12])
in which the same clusterhead is chosen irrespective of the
destination being communicated with. Similarly to traditional clustering schemes, the clusterheads in DPSR in
different spatial regions are different.
DPSR is intrinsically effective in reducing the routing
overhead in scenarios where many-to-one or many-to-some
communication occurs in mobile networks. It is fundamentally different from sensor routing protocols which also deal
with many-to-one communication patterns for communication from sensor nodes to the sink, but exploit the static
deployment of sensor nodes to deal with the many-to-one
communication patterns and often perform data aggregation.
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advances in physical layer technology, it may be possible to
support many-to-many traffic patterns in large ad hoc networks. For example, the UWB-based IEEE 802.15.3.a standard
[36] is expected to support significantly higher traffic rates
ranging from 100 to 500 Mbps. Improvements in modulation
schemes are resulting in higher capacity. Techniques like
multiuser detection and interference cancellation as well as
hardware innovations such as smart antennas, directional
antennas, multiple radios, and multichannel radios also have
the potential to significantly improve the capacity of ad hoc
networks. We believe that the true potential of DPSR will
become apparent as the capacity of ad hoc networks increases
in the future.
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11 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented an on-demand multihop
routing protocol for mobile ad hoc networks, DPSR, that
exploits the synergy between structured p2p overlay
networks and MANETs for imposing route reuse. By
imposing reuse of routes to a faraway common destination
node among a set of nearby source nodes, DPSR limits the
number of the source routes that each node has to discover
and rediscover to OðlogNÞ, in contrast to the maximum of
N source routes each node has to maintain in DSR, and,
thus, has the potential to significantly reduce the routing
overhead. DPSR limits the number of the source routes that
each node has to discover and rediscover to OðlogNÞ, while
retaining all the attributes of DSR for dealing with the
specifics of ad hoc networks.
Our study demonstrates the challenges faced when
adapting a p2p routing protocol from wired networks to
wireless networks. The design of DPSR illustrates the
importance of mobility adaptation and topology awareness
in adapting wired Internet-based protocols to efficiently
operate in mobile ad hoc networks.
Simulation results show that, for mobile networks with
many-to-one or many-to-some traffic patterns, DPSR significantly reduces the routing overhead while providing
comparable packet delivery performance to DSR. The
benefit from DPSR increases with the network size. In
addition, for the any-to-any traffic patterns widely used
previously, DPSR is comparable in performance to DSR.
Although DPSR provides significant gains for the many-toone traffic patterns, the maximum performance benefit from
DPSR would occur under the many-to-many traffic patterns.
However, our study shows that sustaining such traffic
patterns needed to obtain maximum benefit from DPSR is
beyond the capacity of current ad hoc networks. Given
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